Mobilization Day 2016
Video Jam
What is it about?

As there will be no European gathering this year, we would like to have another way to let the youngsters of Let’s Take Care of the Planet have another way to see and learn about the projects led in Europe.

The objective of this “Video Jam” for the Mobilization Month (April) is to give all participants at one special occasion the opportunity to make a video about their local project or a cause they are committed to!

Everyone will be winning in a special category… the funniest one, the scariest one, the most hopeful one…

The first videos will be posted on the care-planet website and on facebook on April 22nd for the Earth Day!
Criteria

• About 3 minutes long (no longer than 4min)
• Filmed with a (photo) camera or a good phone
• Make sure the audio is audible
• Should be in English or in your national language if you can subtitle it in English (or send me the translated script)
• Topic: “Building tomorrow today”: the world you would like to live in and how to get there (inspired by your local project)

Deadline: April 8th, 2016
Here are a few videos from our network:

Lithuania’s last year’s flashmob:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQ1rdFgGLUc

The video review of ESenRED’s (Spain) activities of 2014:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-C3ez33HFkl

The videos of the Caretakers for the Environment contest of 2015 on oceans (Portugal):
https://youtu.be/ezpuG4Rm__g?list=PLIQ5Qfalb7B425FQ3o_Mh0D4vNa53iJ1x